latrine queen

colonel of the urinal

head of the head
fall '85: Tony Angell's apprentice, Gretchen, and her husband Mike have run a fishboat; could be sources for bgnd of Ballard character in Lefthanded Rainbow. Gretchen knows some of my work.
hero (from Ballard) responds in AF line \texttt{WHAHHAH} anybody-here-from-00? ritual, "Anybody here from Adak, Alaska?" Which is misheard as Ajax.
Main character takes notes in Rn-opd writing combo like mine. Use some in Ms. Translating can indely below or in ital. Character can use this on mid class notes, his notes on battleships, etc.

Do something Ridley Walker-like c this.
metal of battleships, metal of B-52s (mankind now has learned to lift the dreadnought into the air, sail the sky); web of military metal.
He thought of the plane flight (from Seattle to Texas), 1st of his life...

—use plane material from one of the notebooks: Ideas?
Bremjo

with Tom Mann, & him putting foot on the frame for each man of crowd to pass under.

— Campbell-Bannerman.

— Lloyd-George: every time a duke dies, we can buy a Battleship.
Laverty

--history prof, teaches History of Conflict @ UW

--WWII conscientious objector; Arkansas camp (or Montana camp?) like Bill Stafford's what Eliot Ness was supposed to look like

--Laverty looked like Robert Stack looking like Eliot Ness; "Untouchables"...
knowing exact # of days to getting out of AF